
Variation and evolution (B14)

Big idea: Species show variation

Core focus

All learners

HT only

Triple 
science only

Key words
Variation The differences between individuals of the same species. Can be due 

to the environment, genetics or a combination of both

Natural 
selection

Process by which evolution takes place. Organisms produce more 
offspring than the environment can support. Only those that are most 
suited to their environment will survive to breed and pass on their 
useful characteristics to their offspring.

Selective 
breeding

Speeds up natural selection by selecting animals or plants for breeding 
that have a required characteristics.

Mutation A change in the genetic material of an organism

Types of variation

Genetic Environmental Combination of 
both

Caused by the genes 
inherited from their 

parents

Caused by the 
environment an 

organism grows up in 

Caused by a 
combination of genes 
and the environment

Examples:
 Natural hair 

colour
 Eye colour
 Birthmark 

Examples: 
 Piercings 
 Tattoos
 Scars 
 Language 

Examples: 
 Height
 Weight
 Intelligence 

Evolution by Natural Selection

 Most organisms produce large
numbers of offspring

 Individuals in a population will show
variation

 All organisms in a population compete
for food, shelter and mates

 Organism that a best suited to the
environment will survive.

 Organisms that survive are more likely
to breed and pass on their beneficial
characteristics (through there genes)

 Sometimes a new form of a gene is
expressed. This occurs through a
mutation in the DNA.

 If the mutation is beneficial for
survival, then the new gene will be
passed on to the next generation

 A species may evolve if one population
of a species changes so much that
they can no longer breed. This can
take millions of years.

 Evolution can sometimes occur in a
shorter period of time, for example, in
bacteria

http://www.stmarksacademy.com/index.asp


Selective breeding
Characteristics can be chosen for usefulness or 

appearance, for example:
 Diseases resistance crops
 Animals which produce more meat/milk
 Domestic dogs with a gentle nature
 Large/unusual flowers

 Selective breeding involves choosing parents with the 
desired characteristics from a mixed population

 They are bred together
 From the offspring, those with the desired 

characteristics are bred together
 This continues over many generations until all 

offspring show the desired characteristic

Limitations:
 Greatly reduces the number of alleles in a 

population
 A new disease or climate change could destroy the 

whole population
 Inbreeding of related organisms (e.g dogs), has led 

to inherited defects

Genetic engineering

 Genetic engineering involves changing the genetic
makeup of an organism.

 New genes can be transferred into cells of animals, plants
or microorganisms at an early stage of development.

 This gives them a desired characteristic (e.g. disease
resistance or bacteria producing human insulin).

 Crops with changed genes are called genetically modified
(GM) crop plants.
 GM crops can make their own pesticides, or be

herbicide resistant, and usually have bigger yields.

1. Human cell containing normal insulin gene
2. The insulin gene is cut out
3. Bacteria cell containing plasmid of DNA
4. The plasmid is taken out of the bacteria and split

open
5. The insulin gene is inserted into the bacterium’s

plasmid (a vector is used to insert the gene)
6. The plasmid is inserted back into the bacteria cell
7. The bacteria cells divide to make more bacteria, all

contain the human insulin gene

Ethics of Genetic technologies

Advantages: 
 Fix fault genes that cause a genetic 

disorder
 Several drugs are produced by genetic 

engineering 
 Such as: insulin, human growth 

hormone, and antibodies
 GM crops are resistant to herbicides or 

insects. Increased crop yield.
 Other GM crops can grow well in hot, 

dry or cold parts of the world
 Genetic technologies can improve 

growth rates in plants and animals

Disadvantages:
 Expensive – farmers have to buy the 

seeds every year
 Concerns about accidently introducing 

genes into wild plants
 Insects that are not pests maybe 

affected
 In the long term, insects could become 

resistant to pesticides
 Impact of eating GM crops is not 

known



Key words
Cloning  Individuals that are genetically identical to their parents

Tissue 
culture

Process of taking a small group of cells from part of a 
plant and growing them under special conditions. A mass 
of identical plant cell forms, called a callus. Each callus 
cell can be grown into a new plant.

Cuttings An older, but simple, method used by gardeners to 
produce many identical new plants from a parent plant

Embryo 
transplants

Splitting apart cells from a developing animal embryo 
before they become specialised, then transplanting the 
identical embryos into host mothers.

Embryo transplants

Adult cell cloning

Process:
1. The nucleus is removed from an 

unfertilised egg cell
2. The nucleus from an adult body 

cell, such as a skin cell, is inserted 
into the egg cell

3. An electric shock stimulates the 
egg cell to divide to form an 
embryo

4. These embryo cells contain the 
same genetic information as the 
adult skin cell

5. When the embryo has developed 
into a ball of cells, it is inserted 
into the womb if an adult female 
to continue its development

Benefits:
 Saved animals from extinction
 Cloned animals have been 

engineered to produce valuable 
proteins in their milk. These have 
been used in medicine.

Risks:
 Concerns about the ethics of 

cloning
 Cloning limits variation in the 

population (gene pool). Can be a 
problem for natural selection if 
the environment changes.

 Concerns about using the 
technology to clone humans
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